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5,000 for a rotary, and then weigh the
product again to determine the rate
actually delivered.

To avoid contamination of a turf area
for initial calibration, the spreader can
be supported above the floor and the
drive wheel spun at the correct speed with
the spreader remaining stationary. The
granules can be collected and reused
with this technique. Another method
of rate verification that can be used
with drop spreaders is to hang a catch
pan under the spreader and push the
spreader a measured distance at the
proper speed. This method can be pre-
cise, but it is essential that the pan be
hung on the spreader so that there is no
interference with the shut-off bar or
rate-control linkage.

With rotary spreaders, it is also nec-
essary to check and correct the distri-
bution pattern. Although the product label
usually gives a recommended setting

and width, a custom applicator is fool-
ish not to verify the setting and width
before treating a large number oflawns.
A quick pattern check can be made by
operating the spreader over a paved
area and observing the pattern. However,
this method is not highly accurate since
even major distribution errors might
not be visible because of particle bounce
and scatter.

A preferred method is to layout a row
of shallow cardboard boxes on a line
perpendicular to the direction of travel.
Boxes 1- to 2-inches high, with an area
of about 1 square foot, spaced on I-foot
centers are good for commercial push-type
rotaries. The row of boxes should cover
one and one-half to two times the antic-
ipated swath width.

To conduct the test, pour some product
into the spreader and set it at the label
setting for rate and pattern. Make
three passes over the boxes, operating in
the same direction each time. The
material caught in each box can be

weighed and a distribution pattern
plotted. A simpler procedure is to pour
the material from each box into a test
tube, vial or small bottle. With the
bottles standing side by side in order, a
plot of the pattern is visible.

This method can be used to detect and
correct skewing and to determine swath
width. The effective swath width is
twice the distance out to the point where
the rate is one-half the average rate at
the center. For example, if the center three
to four bottles have material2-inches deep
and the bottles from the 6-foot positions
(6 feet left of the spreader centerline
and 6 feet right of the spreader centerline)
have material I-inch deep, the effective
swath width is 12 feet. 0

Editor's note: The above article was
adapted from "The Calibration of
Commercial Pesticide Application
Equipment for Ornamentals and
Turfgrass," a manual produced by the
Agricultural Engineering Department
at the University of Illinois in Urbana.

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
By Greg Petry

The last time we
communicated I
wrote about com-

mitment. I wrote about
people who share a
vision, people who con-
tribute to the cause of
promoting better and
safer sports turf - and
then some.

I am pleased to highlight that we
will have a great opportunity to share our
vision of the sports turf industry at the
STMA Conference and Show scheduled
for February 4-8 in Bradenton, FL. Mike
Schiller of the Schaumburg Park District,
Henry Indyk of Turfcon, and Eugene
Mayer of a.M. Scott have assembled
the program outline and are currently
finalizing topics and speakers.

If you have an idea for a topic or
speaker, please pass it along. We welcome
your input. Bret Kelsey, our executive
director, has visited the site. (Again,
you have to mention commitment,
because Bret went down to Florida on a
golf outing with his friends and spent one
ofhis days scoping out the conference site.)
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Bret has worked out most of the on-
site logistics with the committee.

I think we are ready to have a great
conference. Are you ready? Here's some
thoughts to keep in mind:

1. Budget to attend the conference and
show.

2. Save up to bring your family or
friends - we have some great activities
planned.

3. Schedule ahead so you have the time
to attend.

Justify attending:
1. Exposure to latest techniques,

products, technology and trends.
2. Ability to gain information and

advice from experts in a short period of
time.

3. Ability to exchange information
with fellow professionals sharing simi-
lar concerns.

4. Commercial members will be able
to return with potential customers,
while gaining a realistic perspective on
interests and issues.

5. Continuing education increases
knowledge, skills, and productivity.

Also at the conference, we will be
presenting our 1994 awards. I know

that each and every one ofyou is extreme-
ly busy now that we are in the height of
the season. So take some time to docu-
ment your success. Carry a camera with
you to photograph the great job you're
doing, and plan on submitting an award
application. Awards will be given for
the best baseball, soccer, and football
fields.

Bob Milano, from the University of
California at Davis, is our awards com-
mittee chairman. He will publicizing
the awards program soon. It's rare that
you have an opportunity to boast your suc-
cess. Please plan to do so - you may find
out how good you really are!

How well you perform is truly relat-
ed to how well you have been trained. I
once heard it said that 90 percent of
all jobs in the 1990s will require at least
a high school education. Job requirements
keep changing and therefore, job training
and continuing your education are
important. Some organizations recognize
that training and development are keys
to growth and success. The primary
purpose of training is to make sure
abilities, interest, and personal needs are
matched between the organization and
the individual employee.

I hope you take advantage of the
1994 STMA Conference and its training
opportwrities. You will benefit, and so will
your organization.




